
Exam #2
Math 202 FG – Daugherty

April 20, 2016

Name (Print):
First Last

Instructions: You are not allowed to use calculators, books, or notes of any kind in aid of
completing this exam. Justify/explain all of your answers; answers without justification
will not receive full credit. You can leave answers unsimplified. The instructions
“Set up (but do not compute) an integral” means get to a point where you could plug into

a calculator, i.e. something like
∫ b

a
w(y)`(y) dy is incomplete, but something like

∫ 2

1
3(5y)dy

is complete. Recall integration by parts states that∫
f(x)g′(x) dx = f(x)g(x)−

∫
f ′(x)g(x) dx.

If you need more space, please ask for additional paper.

Please sign indicating you have read and agree to these instructions.

Signature:

Problem # Out of Score

1 15

2 15

3 20

4 35

5 15

total 100



1. (15 pts) Consider I =
∫ 3

1
sin(5x) dx.

(Pretend, for the purpose of this problem, that you don’t know how to compute I exactly.)

(a) Use the midpoint rule to approximate I using 4 equal subintervals.

(b) Find an upper bound for the error of your approximation in part (a).



2. (15 pts) Calculate the length of the curve y = 1− 2x3/2 from x = 0 to x = 1.



3. (20 pts)
(a) Preliminaries:

(i) Compute
∫

1
(1−x)1/3 dx.

(ii) What is the domain of 1
(1−x)1/3 ?

(iii) For what x is 1
(1−x)1/3 positive? For what x is 1

(1−x)1/3 negative?

(b) For each of the following:
• Decide whether the integral converges or diverges.
• If it converges, if possible, give the value that it converges to; if you had to use a

comparison test to show convergence, give upper and lower bounds for the integral.
You may use work in any of the parts you’ve done to complete other parts if useful.

(i)

∫ 1

0

1

(1− x)1/3
dx



Part 3(b) continued. . .

(ii)

∫ 2

0

1

(1− x)1/3
dx

(iii)

∫ 1

0

cos2(x)

(1− x)1/3
dx

(iv)

∫ ∞
2

1

(1− x)1/3
dx



4. (35 pts) Consider the region R bounded by y = ln(x), the line y = 1, and the line x = e2.
(a) Sketch this region, and find the x and y coordinates of each of the intersection points.

(b) Find the area of this region.



Continuing with R bounded by y = ln(x), the line y = 1, and the line x = e2 as before.
(c) Consider the solid S generated by rotating R around the x-axis.

(i) Set up (but do not compute) an integral that calculates the volume of S using
the washer/disc method.

(ii) Set up (but do not compute) an integral that calculates the volume of S using
the cylindrical shell method.



Continuing with R the region bounded by y = ln(x), the line y = 1, and the line x = e2,
and S the solid generated by rotating R around the x-axis as before.

(iii) Use whichever of the previous parts you prefer to calculate the volume of S.



5. (15 pts) Consider a tank the shape of a
triangular cylinder on its side, as shown,
where the triangle is equilateral and 2m
long on each side, and the length of the
tank is 5 m. Suppose the tank is filled half
way up with water (the depth of the water
is half the depth of the tank). The density
of water is 1000 kg/m3 and the acceleration
of gravity is 9.8 m/s2.

2 m

2 m
2 m

5 m

Set up (but do not compute) an integral for the work needed to pump the water out of
the tank over the top. (Assume the water is always being pumped from the top of the water level, as usual.)

Hint. To get full credit, you definitely want to include:

(i) How tall is the tank? How deep is the water?
(ii) What is your coordinate system? Namely, where

is your x-axis, and where is x = 0 and any other
important coordinates?

(iii) How are you slicing this problem up, and what are
the slices? How do you find the dimensions?

(iv) What is the formula for work?


